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Towards a 3D Pattern 
Recognition Algorithm 

for LAr TPC’s 
I. The “classical” approach



Current LArSoft Pat Rec
Primary pattern recognition efforts in LArSoft do initial 2D pattern 
recognition and match to get 3D (Pandora is the primary example) 

Primary difficulty for pure 3D approach is the 3D space point 
ambiguity that arises when combining 2D hits 

Forming the “correct” space points from 2D hits is the outstanding problem 
of wire readout LAr TPC’s (even when first doing 2D pat rec) 

2 Pathological cases: Tracks parallel and perpendicular to wire plane 

There are ~3 pure 3D efforts in LArSoft I am aware of - WireCell, 
SpacePointSolver, Cluster3D - which differ in their approach to 
forming 3D space points 

Most of the effort to date for these pattern recognition approaches is in 
dealing with the space point ambiguities 

Currently each 3D effort relies on 2D information 

No pure 3D pattern recognition yet in LArSoft



Cluster3D
General Strategy 

Overriding: Try to do many simple things rather than fewer more 
complicated things (not that different from Pandora philosophy) 

Form Space Points aiming for high efficiency at the expense of purity 
(see next slide) 

Do as much “pure” 3D pattern recognition as possible 

(Grudingly) go back to 2D to get the fine detail that is obscured in 3D 
hit ambiguities 

Currently: highly efficient for slicing a typical surface event 

Provides sufficient capability for initial CR rejection 

Can handle “simple” neutrino interaction topologies 

Uses the projection matching algorithm (using 2D information) to 
handle more complex topologies 



A Caveat

All of what follows is very much still in 
development 

Sadly, while very much interested in all of this 
I only get to dabble for short periods every 
few months. 

With a more concerted effort all of this could 
be carried much further for the wire readout 
TPC’s 



Space Points from 2D hits

Cluster3D creates 3D space points by matching 2D hits using hit time and width 

Weighted mean used to form poor man’s pull, can select hits based on a “chi-square”  

Initially a loose selection cut to keep efficiency high 

Can use “chi-square” as weight when working with the space points 

In principle, no more reliance on 2D hits past this point 

Still plenty of room for better ideas here… like just make a pixel detector!
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Form Common Groups
Cluster the resulting Space Points into common groups 

Simplest/fastest: clustering with DBScan 

Can/have looked at more complicated clustering (e.g. MST) 

Perform an initial shape analysis to help categorize cluster 

Principal Components Analysis 

Returns mean position of cluster, 3 principal eigen vectors and eigen 
values 

Weight the calculation of the eigen vectors/values with the Space Point 
“chi-square” calculated as described previously 

Generally at this point can see by eye (in event display) 
the basic properties of the event
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In these 3D displays the space points  
are color coded by the “hit chi-square” 
as described on the previous slides. 

The scheme is a “heat map” with dark 
red as the hit chi-square approaches zero, 

dark blue for the largest values in the event.

PCA Axes 
Length of axis is by eigen value

“Out of the box” 3D space points + initial clustering



An example with many more ambiguous 
combinations of 2D hits forming  

space points



Merging Common Clusters

A useful feature of the PCA is in merging clusters 

In multi-TPC detectors, can use to bridge the cathode plane, or event across 
cryostat boundaries 

Can overcome hit efficiency issues by bridging gaps 

Missing 2D hits (below threshold, dead channel), incorrect 2D hit combinations due to 
non-standard pulse shapes, etc.  

Basic idea is to compare collinearity of principal axes of PCA and 
their 3D doca’s  

Additional requirements on separation of clusters, size of transverse axes, 
etc.  

Merging is first step after initial clustering and shape analysis 

Clusters merged, PCA analysis redone to get new shape analysis 

Iterative procedure, followed until all merging is complete



Example of merging clusters across the 
cathode plane to create a single cluster  

 
(note: almost but not quite looking straight 

down in this event view)

cathode plane

Same event as on slide 40



Find Candidate Trajectories
Path of least resistance: Call the Projection Matching Algorithm 

This will utilize the individual 2D hit information to return trajectories 

Pure 3D approach: Try to find the trajectory using CG techniques 

Generally for tracks there will be a plane of maximum spread which will be 
given by the eigen vectors corresponding to the two largest eigen values.  

The next steps in the analysis considers the projection of the 3D space points 
into the plane of maximum spread 

This allows to explore some interesting computational geometry techniques in 2D where 
they can be visualized more easily (or can be done in LArSoft event display) 

Everything that follows has a 3D analog and it all may work better in 3D… 

Generally, the plan will be to: 

Compute the Voronoi diagram of the project points 

From this get the convex hull 

Break the cluster at the convex hull defect points and rerun the process…



Voronoi Diagram

Voronoi Diagram - given a set of “site points” the voronoi 
diagram consists of the collection of voronoi cells, each cell 
is bounded by the set of points that are equal distance from 
the interior site point and each of its nearest neighbors



Voronoi Diagram
Turns out to be very fast to calculate -  
n log n in the site points 

Huh? You can’t even pronounce it, how  
can it be even remotely useful? 

Fast lookup of nearest neighbors 

Finding high density regions within a  
given collection of points 

Can quickly compute the minimum spanning tree 

Can use to do “nearest neighbor” averaging… 

Can quickly (linear time) get the convex hull 

Investigate if a good starting point for a 3D pattern 
recognition algorithm



Basically, the convex hull will encapsulate  
all the 3D hits associated to the cluster 
The “defect” points in the convex hull  

become natural break points in the cluster 
to start more detailed analysis

LArSoft Event Display will not allow me to draw  
“short” line segments (where “short” seems to 
depend on the zoom scale for each event) so I 

cannot show you a voronoi diagram of the event  
 

I can show you the resulting Convex Hull for the event



Basically, the convex hull will encapsulate  
all the 3D hits associated to the cluster 
The “defect” points in the convex hull  

become natural break points in the cluster 
to start more detailed analysis

“Defect” point
“Defect” point



Another convex hull defect point example

Trajectory crosses cathode  
plane in this region

“Defect” point



Recursive Algorithm
The steps in the recursive algorithm: 

Recluster the input points and recompute the PCA 

Compute the Voronoi Diagram, get the convex hull 

Identify the maximum defect point, break cluster at this point and call 
algorithm with each sub cluster 

When to stop the process? 

When transverse eigen values of the PCA are “small”… 

When the shape of the convex hull becomes rectangular… 

When the Voronoi cell areas become ~constant then there is no gain in 
splitting the cluster further 

When the size of the split sub clusters are under a minimum… 

After complete, link the resulting PCA’s of each sub cluster 
together to build the desired trajectory



PCA & Convex hull 
of sub cluster

Resulting piecewise 
linear trajectory



Comparison of the piecewise linear 
candidate trajectory (drawn in red) 

to the simulated muon trajectory  
(drawn in blue)

So far this is looking like a promising 
development path…  

To be continued



What About Showers?
What you think a  
shower should look  
like (this from ICARUS  
running at Gran Sasso) 
 
 

What we really get 
at BNB and DUNE  
energies



Simulated Electron Shower

Surprisingly good job  
at merging clusters in 

showers… 



Relationship to the Projection 
Matching Algorithm

The Projection Matching Algorithm (PMA) was 
originally developed to determine the trajectory 
of tracks based on 2D hits in each projection 

In effect it simultaneously minimizes the projection 
of a candidate track to hits in each view but, 
importantly, does not try to get the order of hits 
correct between the views  

Based on the concept of “Principal Curves” 

The procedure outlined for finding trajectories in Cluster3D is 
effectively the 3D analog of principal curves



Future: Vertices/showers
The recursive procedure described above will not result in a clean 
trajectory at “complex” vertices 

Most likely case is where hit ambiguity overwhelms the procedure 

Note that the “defect points” will occur at track kinks and be a natural 
break point - these points are found and if angle of trajectory sufficient 
can be identified as candidate vertex 

More complicated vertices need more complete analysis 

Note also that you won’t get clean trajectories with this technique in 
showers 

Plans for attacking both exist but this is still development area 

Want to capitalize on the details of the Voronoi diagram  

Finally: everything here (Voronoi diagram, convex hull, etc.) can 
(and should) be done in 3D  

Just harder for me to visualize



Summary
True “Classical” 3D Pattern Recognition in a wire readout LAr TPC is 
challenging 

3D hit ambiguities are the primary issue 

Current efforts ultimately rely on 2D information to help resolve ambiguities 

It may be best solution is use 3D pattern recognition to “slice” the event and 
do initial cosmic ray rejection - use Projection Matching Algorithm for fine 
details.  

The approaches described here are all directly transferrable to the 
current pixel detector work 

Probably won’t run “out of the box” (it is in LArSoft) but algorithms should be 
straightforward to extract and translate to alternate framework 

But…  

The next presentation presents the “modern” approach and, well, why drive a 
1950’s Chevy when you could be in a Tesla? 



Single Muon Trajectory 
Length > 2 m 

Crosses Cathode



Run 1, Event 24

Stopping Muon with  
Michel Electron 
(plus gamma)



 27

More Complicated nu-
mu event illustrating 
Vertexing challenges



Extra Stuff



Projection Matching 
Algorithm

The Projection Matching Algorithm (PMA) was originally developed to 
determine the trajectory of tracks based on 2D hits in each projection 

In effect it simultaneously minimizes the projection of a candidate track to hits in 
each view but, importantly, does not try to get the order of hits correct between the 
views  

It has since been developed to include “micro scale” pattern recognition 

Example: given all the hits associated to a CR muon (and its daughters) it should 
return the CR track trajectory and any delta rays that are also “trackable”.  

This is the situation after the first round of clustering with the 3D clustering 

All hits associated to a common object are in the “super cluster”, can use the PMA to 
do the fine level pattern recognition to reconstruct the event 

Well… this is currently MOSTLY true… some work needs to be done here… 

It is also useful for helping de-ghost the situation where there are many 
ambiguous hits



Example output of Projection Matching Algorithm 
using Cluster3D Input

Head of PMA Track

Head of PMA Track

Trajectory of PMA Track 
given by tan colored 

points 

Still some development work 
to do with the PMA interface

Also serves as an illustration of the problem of 
trying to do purely 3D pattern recognition with 
planar TPC’s vs a synthetic approach utilizing 

the 2D information as well. The Projection  
Matching Algorithm provides a very useful  

crossover…



Another example output of Projection Matching Algorithm 
using Cluster3D Input

Head of PMA Track

Trajectory of PMA Track 
given by tan colored 

points 



Example Cosmic Ray Event

Focus on this CR



Example Cosmic Ray Event
Head of PMA Track

Trajectory of  
PMA Track 

Worth noting the PMA failures  
in this display… this is due 

to deficiencies in the current 
interface and should be fixed 

in a future update


